
SPECIAL PARENT NOTES 
 
Our classes the next two Sundays (Apr 7, 14) will focus on Why God Made Us Sexual Beings 
and God’s Model for Sex.  The objective of the classes are to help your teen understand (1) why 
God created them the way that he has, (2) provide them a picture of incredible gift that God gave 
to us when sex is maintained within the model of marriage as He created it, and (3) the 
consequences of using God’s gift outside of His design of marriage.  We believe that this will 
help your teen to better deal with the current sexual struggles they face by helping them to see the 
big picture of what God has in store for them if they remain strong and committed to His plan.  In 
the classes we will cover the following: 
 

1. Fundamental characteristics of the way God created us (Gen 1:26-28; 2:18) 
a. Spiritual/Emotional: E.g., desire to love and be loved, desire for companionship 
b. Physical: Male and Female 

2. God’s model for marriage as an aid in serving Him (Eph 5:22-33; Gen 2:23-24) 
a. Model of desired relationship w/Christ 
b. One flesh, submission, love, intimacy 

3. The role of sex in God’s model of the family (Gen 1:28; 1 Cor 7:3-5) 
a. Reproduction 
b. Building intimacy 
c. Pleasure as part of the bond 

4. Created as a lasting bond within marriage (Mat 19:4-6) 
5. Characteristics of being sexual beings 

a. Sex drive – intended to be strong 
b. Hormones in teenage years 

6. Consequences of violating the model 
 

                                                                           
 

1. Since sex is intended only within the bonds of the marriage relationship, should dating 
relationships include any physical affection? 

a. gain an understanding of your teen’s thoughts on the physical aspects of dating 
b. talk about how our God-designed sex drive is strong once initiated  
c. introduce the thought of boundaries, which will be covered in more detail later 

2. What are some of the negative consequences of pre-marital sex violating God’s model? 
a. Primarily sinning against our God, and providing tool for Satan to separate us  
b. Other non-spiritual factors, including … 
c. Physical: pregnancy, disease 
d. Emotional: self-esteem, difficulty finding intimacy 
e. Lack of ability to objectively evaluate mate for marriage when sexually active 

3. What are some reasons that the sexual relationship is most fulfilling when it is enjoyed 
within the model God provided – within the bonds of marriage? 

a. Relationship of trust and intimacy lead to greater pleasure when both know the 
other is committed to mutual love and submission; No uncertainty or doubts that 
exist outside marriage  

b. Lasting relationship in which you learn your spouse’s likes 

The Ride Home 


